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What are you 
doing now?

What’s working?
What’s not?



What 
do you 
want 
to do?





How can your collaboration spark joy?



People
Objectives
Strategy
Technology

Tip

That phone you carry 
around may be all the 
technology you need to 
get started. But you 
need to be strategic. The 
people, as always, are 
the key to success.



Understand your people.

Clear objectives help you determine if you were successful 
or not (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, 
Time-Bound). 

Your strategy is more than just a plan. It’s a plan that will 
meet your objectives based on what you know about your 
people. WIIF your people. What are you going to give in 
exchange for their time and attention (carrot vs stick)?

Once you understand your people, objective, and strategy, 
you can confidently select the tools and tactics you’ll use.



Common pitfalls Tip

Avoid what’s shiny. Start 
with the business case 
and what you actually 
want to accomplish.



Reasons it doesn’t work
People

● Fear, time and trust - people protect 
their own turf.

● Misaligned expectations - why you’re 
doing what you’re doing is not clear 
to all.

● Confusion—Over roles, 
responsibilities, or process.

● Inadequate communication
● Loss of momentum—Problems not 

dealt with when they come up.
● Lack of commitment to success of 

project—Not part of “job description.”

Strategy

● Choosing technology first, then trying to 
fit it into your strategy and people

● Failing to insure projects are 
mission/project driven  

● Failing to assess capabilities and buy-in 
before committing to plan and schedule

● Not identifying possible risks  
● Not learning from poorly performing 

projects  
● Not integrating new systems with old 
● Inadequate metrics, documentation 



How to avoid pitfalls

Tip

Choosing the right tech 
is not a short-term 
project in most cases. 
Commit. And get 
commitment.



Successful projects
● User involvement & 

continuous engagement  
● Upper management 

support
● Clear business 

objectives
● Optimized scope  
● Agile process

● Creating a planning & 
project culture

● Project manager 
expertise  

● Financial management
● Skilled resources  
● Formal methodology
● Standard tools and 

infrastructure



A sampler of 
specific tools for 
collaboration

Tip

Take the time to find 
what works for you. 
After you’ve established 
what you need, access 
research and people 
using the tools you’re 
interested in. Try free 
versions or trials. Be sure 
before you commit.







EPOCH



Project 
management

Tip

Project management 
doesn’t usually look this 
fun. ;-) But, done right, 
even if it doesn’t spark 
joy it can save time, 
aggravation, and 
actually make you 
happier.





Shared 
document / 
content creation Tip

It’s in your strategy. 
Sharing information, 
transferring knowledge, 
avoiding duplication are 
all goals you should be 
striving towards.





Shared 
communication 
/ group 
communication

Tip

It’s in your strategy. 
Make sure your 
organization 
communication & 
collaboration goals are 
being met.





Project Management 
Through Social 
Collaboration Tools



Social media /outreach 
/ marketing

Tip

Sharing on social media 
is easy. But it can get 
challenging if you’re 
managing multiple 
channels.





Resources

www.marcopolis.org


